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I never expected a night of drinking to end in blood and werewolves. I never expected any of it, not being pimped out by a deranged alpha to
repopulate their pack or to be seeking help from an overly serious, overtly sexy scarred stranger who just so happens to be a werewolf
himself. I don't have a choice but to trust him, but trusting him shouldn't involve being so drawn to him. Why can't I stop? He said he had been
alive for over seventy years, and that was just in passing, so how can I trust that he isn't using me for his own nefarious schemes that I
haven't found yet? Why would he help a random human that he stumbled upon anyways? He's a lone werewolf who stumbled upon his True
Mate in a cage, she's a flighty junior in college who was only ever interested in sparkly fantasy. Are you ready to run with them through
forests, lust, and intrigue? Are they ready to face each other and that war-fractured pack chasing them for her fertility?
From the bestselling Chosen SeriesKeto is soon to be crowned. He doesn't feel quite ready even though it's a day he's been working towards
his whole life. There are many changes he wants to bring about, all for the betterment of his people. He has a kingdom to run and a council to
win over. Elven kings can be voted out of power by their councils. His position is not yet cemented. His first order of business is to choose an
elven female. One he can take as a mate. Keto desperately needs heirs. It is expected of him and must happen soon.Why can't he get a
certain vampire female out of his head though? It's worse when he sees her again after all these years. She doesn't recognize him and he
can't blame her. He's changed so much. So has she and all for the better. Still tall and athletic, but curved in all the right places, and just as
feisty as ever. So damned uncivilized and he loves every minute.Find an elven female... do it now ... he must keep his focus on a future
mate.Keto wants the vampire female one last time though...just once. Then he'll see about a mate...an elven mate. It's not like he has a
choice!This Story Contains strong sexual themes/language and is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
"Startling in its brutality, the Alpha's Claim series is a sensual masterpiece which glorifies in its own unflinching depiction of the most base of
human nature." - Zoe Blake, USA Today bestselling author I let Claire believe I was dead. It was the only way to keep her safe. The only way
I could prepare a new, bright world for her. My great kingdom where she will be comfortable, spoiled, and adored. However, a foreign ruler
dares question my authority, believing himself greater than the tyrant who has destroyed one city and conquered another. Ending him would
be nothing to me. Yet it would seem that his Omega has caught the attention of my trusted general, a man who may be even more evil than I.
Whose machinations are just as devious, and who's intentions are unclear. Jules Havel covets the female. And I have never known the man
not to take what he demands as his due. The forth book in Addison Cain's exciting, raw, and suspense-filled Paranormal series is an
addictive Dark Romance that will keep you up long past your bedtime.
In Transylvania during the Middle Ages, a pack of wolves sets out on a perilous journey to prevent their enemy from calling upon a legendary
evil one that will give her the power to control all animals.
As one of the final surviving members of a brutal shifter clan, I've been chained and imprisoned for my entire life by my human uncle for the
sole purpose of keeping other humans safe from me. At least that's his excuse. Solitude and pain are all I've known, so when four men show
up claiming to be my saviors I'm not exactly receptive to the idea. Sure, I'm grateful that they've busted me out of my own personal brand of
hell, but that's about as far as the gratitude goes. Now I have no money, no pack, and nowhere to go unless I take them up on their offer to
transport me safely to Newhaven, a sanctuary for omega wolves deep in the woodlands of Alaska. With no other choice left, I take it while
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vowing to keep my distance for the week-long trip. But as time passes my guard falls, leaving me conflicted and suddenly vulnerable to the
charismatically handsome group of men. Will I make it to Newhaven without falling for them, and do I really want to? This is a reverse harem
wolf shifter romance with themes of abuse trauma, overcoming it, and learning to trust the ones you love.
Eighteen-year-old Trinity is unlike any other werewolf in her pack. For one, there were unusual circumstances surrounding her birth, for
another, she is the only pack member to never shift into a wolf form. So now she doesn't quite belong anywhere. Not quite human and not
quite wolf. She thought she would be able to live her life how she wanted when she had turned eighteen. Go to college, make some friends,
have some fun. But what is she to do when the dangerously sexy Alpha literally falls right into her lap? "I am not human, and I am not a wolf. I
don't belong anywhere..." "...we both know that no one is going to mate with me, and even if they did, they would just reject me anyway."
What is the sexy, brooding Alpha going to do? The elders are making him hold these ridiculous parties to search for a mate. He doesn't want
a mate, but he knows he needs a mate to finish the Alpha Circle. Without a mate, a Luna for the pack, his people would suffer. And what is he
going to do when he stumbles across the girl that fate has chosen for him and he finds out she has no wolf? "This cannot be!" I roared.
"There is no way that I can mate with a girl that does not even have a wolf. She will be too weak. She will be inferior. She will not be strong
enough to be a Luna." "I simply could not accept her as my mate. Not fully. It wasn't safe for her. She would get herself killed. And she would
bring my pack down with her." When these two meet, sparks will surely fly. But will it be from passion, or their constant fighting? Neither of
them wanted a mate. Neither of them wants the mate that fate chose for them. And neither of them can make that mate bond go away. What
are they going to do now that they're literally stuck with each other?
Chosen by the Vampire KingsCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
An erotically charged, addictive thriller from the future queen of suspense. Living in Toronto for a year, Elena is leading the normal life she
has always dreamed of, including a stable job as a journalist and a nice apartment shared with her boyfriend. As the lone female werewolf in
existence, only her secret midnight prowls and her occasional inhuman cravings set her apart. Just one year ago, life was very different.
Adopted by the Pack when bitten, Elena had spent years struggling with her resentment at having her life stolen away. Torn between two
worlds, and overwhelmed by the new passions coursing through her body, her only option for control was to deny her awakening needs and
escape. But now the Pack has called Elena home to help them fight an alliance of renegade werewolves who are bent on exposing and
annihilating the Pack. And although Elena is obliged to rejoin her "family," she vows not to be swept up in Pack life again, no matter how
natural it might feel. She has made her choice. Trouble is, she's increasingly uncertain if it's the right one. An erotically charged thriller, Bitten
will awaken the voracious appetite of every reader, as the age-old battle between man and beast, between human and inhuman forces,
comes to a head in one small town and within one woman's body.

One touch made her crave him. Her shocking choice will change everything. Biology student Laura Prince lands a plum
internship deep in the Michigan wilderness. When she discovers a lone black wolf with piercing gold eyes in the forest,
she feels a connection to him she can’t explain. Stranger still, no one believes what she saw was real. Then, she
encounters Malcolm Devane -- a very real, tall, dark, brooding stranger with hauntingly familiar golden eyes. Laura is
drawn to Mal in ways she knows are dangerous. But, when everything Laura has worked for gets torn away, he’s the
only one she can turn to. Exiled from his native pack lands,
Mal is on a mission of redemption. If he can bring down a
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rival Alpha wolf and reclaim his pack, he just might get the chance to return home. But when he meets Laura, she stirs a
dark passion in him he thought he could never have again. He knows instantly that she’s his fated mate but it may be the
very thing that gets her killed. For a powerful enemy with nothing left to lose won’t hesitate to hurt Laura to get to Mal.
Even though Mal knows the safest thing to do is walk away, the dark wolf inside him may be too strong to deny.
Reader’s Note: Each book in the Wild Lake Wolves series is a full length, standalone, cliffhanger free, super sexy,
werewolf shifter romance. You can read them in any order but the smoking hot events within each are interconnected
and happen chronologically. These wolves like it rough! If you’re not into that, you might want to sit this one out.
However if you like hot, dominant, alpha male werewolf shifters and the kickass heroines who will do anything to please
them, then one-click away and enjoy the ride! Book Themes: Wolf shifter romance, werewolf, werewolves, shapeshifters,
new adult and college romance, fated mates, claimed mates, strong alpha male, strong female character
Standalone Vampire Romance NovelHave you ever wanted to date a vampire? Human women required. Must be
enthusiastic about interactions with vampires. Must be willing to undergo a stringent medical exam. Must be prepared to
sign a contractual agreement which would include a non-disclosure clause. Limited positions available...York has always
wanted a female of his very own. One to love and care for. One who will love him in return. More than anything he wants
a family...he longs to hear the sound of children's laughter filling his home. It is his deepest desire.Since most vampire
females are not able to birth young, a program is started to ensure the continuation of the vampire species. The vampire
elite must fight, fist and fang, for a much sought after place in the program and a chance to date human women. There
are a multitude of beautiful human females in attendance. They have been handpicked to ensure that they are irresistible
to vampire males. Why is it then that York wants the one female he can't have? When Cassidy is selected for the trial
phase of the program, she is ecstatic. This is the break she's been waiting for. Her job is to root out any vampires with
bloodlust. She's quaking in her boots because she could end up dead. This position certainly isn't for sissies. Thing is, it's
only three days of her life. All she needs to do is to allow a few of them to drink from her and survive long enough to get
paid. Then she's home free. Besides, she quit her job in order to be here so she so doesn't have any other options
available to her. Three days...pity one times big, badass vampire is determined to get in the way of her plans.The story
contains strong sexual themes/language and is not intended for readers under the age of 18. This is a standalone novel.
No cliffhanger!
My job was clear. Find Nova Grey. Keep her safe. I’ve pledged my life to Wolfguard Security. They took me in when I
was lost. I’ve killed for them. Bled for them. Kept their secrets. There’s nothing I wouldn’t do to serve this brotherhood.
Then, a wildcat crossed my path. Nova’s the last of her kind. A female jaguar. Hunted. On the run. Coveted by a rival
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pack, a secret organization, and just about every other shifter on the planet. If any of them find her, they’ll try to claim
her. Own her. Bend her to their will. And I will destroy them all. Because Nova belongs to me. My fated mate. Wanting
her is dangerous. The last time I led with my heart, the woman I loved got killed. I was younger then. I thought I was
invincible. I’ll never make the same mistake again. No matter how much Nova’s primal nature calls to mine. To save her
life, I’ll have to let her go. Try telling that to my wolf. Heart of the Wolf is a steamy standalone paranormal romance novel
featuring an All-Shifter security force. If you like sizzling chemistry, fated mates, happily ever afters, and twists you won't
see coming, then you'll love Kimber White's passionate, action-packed story. Book Themes: wolf shifter romance, action
adventure romance, bodyguard, protector, alpha hero, elite security team, witches, wizards, magic, paranormal romance,
strong heroine, protective alpha male hero, jaguar shifter, woman in jeopardy, woman in peril
Every werewolf knows the meek don't inherit the earth. Fen Young is a half-shifter whose inner beast is more mouse than
wolf. Home is her castle, the only place she's ever felt safe. Enter Hunter Green, an uber-alpha strong enough to stop
traffic with a single look. He's handsome and enticing and seems like just the ticket to broaden Fen's horizons...until the
uber-alpha brushes off his admirer and summarily rejects her from her home pack. Now treading water in the no-man's
land of outpack territory, Fen must confront a missing pack mate, a tantalizing stranger, and a serial killer targeting halfwerewolves. Will she be able to shore up her waning power in time to save her friend...and half-breeds
everywhere...before it's too late? From the USA Today bestselling author that readers are comparing to Patricia Briggs
comes a new urban fantasy novel full of adventure, romance, and danger that will leave readers craving more.
I am the hunter and Zendra is my prey. I’ve known it my whole life, though we’ve only just met. Wolfguard Security sent
me to find out what she knows. To contain the threat she poses. Zendra holds the key to unlocking a mystery that could
destroy every shifter alive. Her magic is unlike any I have ever felt. I’m an Alpha Wolf. She’s something different.
Ancient. Powerful. Intoxicating. I crave her just like a drug. She pulls me in even though I know it will be my undoing. I
have no choice but to stay bound to her. At least until I can uncover the secret she’s hiding. The source of her power.
Only, I have a secret of my own. If I don’t take a mate soon, I’ll lose control of my wolf for good. It might already be too
late. I know I should just turn her over to Wolfguard and walk away. Find out if there’s anything left of me to save.
Though I came for the hunt, it’s Zendra who holds me captive. Pulled between sin and salvation. Duty versus desire.
There’s only one thing left to do. Give into fate or lose everything. Secret of the Fae is a steamy standalone paranormal
romance novel featuring an All-Shifter security force. If you like sizzling chemistry, fated mates, happily ever afters, and
twists you won't see coming, then you'll love Kimber White's passionate, action-packed story. Book Themes: Book
Themes: wolf shifter romance, action adventure romance, bodyguard, protector, alpha hero, elite security team, witches,
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wizards, magic, paranormal romance, strong heroine, protective alpha male hero
Elia is a poor university student until the night she's taken to the world of the Anima—ruled by humans whose ancient
hearts pulse with the blood of animals. There she's forced into a battle to the death. But when Elia survives, and refuses
to kill her final opponent, the King must either kill Elia himself, or take her as his mate. Reth, the brutal King of the Beasts
with the blood of lions, shocks everyone when he chooses the weak, human Elia to become his Queen. He promises her
every comfort of his wealth and position—but he is clear: She will not warm his bed. He chose her to defeat those that
were trying to corner him into blending his Leonine line with the Wolves. Elia needs the help of the Anima to become
stronger and rule them well. But the vengeful Wolves see only a weak human that brought them shame. As Elia and Reth
grow closer, the wolves are determined to destroy her. Will Reth and Elia admit their feelings for each in time to fight for
the Kingdom—and their lives—against the villainous wolf-tribe? Or will the wolves kill Elia and steal the throne? [Mature
content - no sexual violence] ***** He stalked towards her, chin low so the shadow cast by his hard jaw cut across the
thick fur collar of his vest. His hair had fallen over his eyes in the scuffle, so he peered at her through it like a lion in the
grass. With each step, his graceful, rolling gait reminded her of a predator stalking its prey. Despite the forest floor littered
in twigs and leaves, he didn’t make a sound. “Wh-who are you?” Elia stammered, backing away, her hands up. He met
her step for step until she came up hard against the tree behind her—and didn’t stop until he loomed over her, so broad
his shoulders and chest made a wall in front of her. She could feel the heat rising off his skin in the cool, night air. “I am
the Leonine King.” His voice was a dark, husky gravel. Behind him a chorus of wheezes, howls, and chirps of agreement
rose from the people watching. “And you are?” “Elia,” she breathed. “Elia,” he growled, leaning in closer, bringing with
him the scent of pine and rain and the musk of something distinctly male. “I am Reth.” He said the name with a strange,
guttural roll in his throat. “I am King of Beasts. I am Clan Leader, and I am Alpha of WildWood.” Several snarls rose from
the crowds behind him then, but he ignored them. Elia swallowed as he leaned in until the scruff on his jaw rasped her
cheek. “I am the King,” he said, “And you will be my mate.” The forest behind him erupted. (Cover Art used by
permission. Illustrated by Aenaluck--see more gorgeous art and support them on www.patreon.com/aenaluck)
Dirty Harry meets Twilight. #3 in the break-out series and a follow-up to Monster Hunter International and Monster Hunter
Vendetta. Earl Harbinger may be the leader of Monster Hunter International, but he's also got a secret. Nearly a century
ago, Earl was cursed to be a werewolf. When Earl receives word that one of his oldest foes, a legendarily vicious
werewolf that worked for the KGB, has mysteriously appeared in the remote woods of Michigan, he decides to take care
of some unfinished business. But another force is working to bring about the creation of a whole new species of
werewolf. When darkness falls, the final hunt begins, and the only thing standing in their way is a handful of locals, a lot
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of firepower, and Earl Harbinger's stubborn refusal to roll over and play dead. At the publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management). Lexile Score: 730
An awkward, traumatized omega and a patient alpha determined to court him properly... fate has a way of righting old
wrongs. Stolen from his mother's arms and reported stillborn at birth, Tom spent nearly twenty-one years in structured
captivity with other stolen omegas. His brothers. A dozen omegas, each with a secret superpower, who now must learn a
whole new skill-how to thrive in a modern world. Not every brother emerged from their past unscathed, and Tom had the
worst of it. His key to survival was a healthy respect for rules. Now that he's free, he's still a little bit obsessive and a
whole lot compulsive. He's got anxiety, fear of change... and a list of plans for his future. None of which involved finding a
fated mate. But if they had? His plans definitely wouldn't have been to meet his dream alpha while smelling of afterbirth
and the blood of an enemy killed in defense of his pregnant brother-the same brother whose child he then had to
deliver... post-shift and naked. If he'd been planning, if he'd made a list and checked it twice, Tom never could've
designed an alpha more perfectly devoted than the delicious one fate put in front of him during one of the craziest days of
his life... an alpha so patient, he insists on courting the skittish omega. The West Coast Wolves is an mpreg series about
five alphas. A small pack of bikers who spent years riding the highways and helping those in need until fate gave them
each a pack to lead. This 85k full-length novel is Nick's story. Prepare yourself for a romantic courtship, a perfect first
kiss, and more feels and giggles than you can handle. But then again, this is a Susi Hawke book so what else can you
expect? Possible triggers for child abduction, trafficking both past and present, and haunting memories of past abuse that
included both humiliation and the non-penetrative molestation of a teenager by a person in authority.
Marked by one Alpha. Mated to another. In love with a third. One fateful choice will put her life and heart on the line.
Alpha wolf Tucker McGraw brought Neve’s heart to life with a single touch. And then a single moment destroyed her
world. To survive, she’s had to face her darkest fears and accept a rival Alpha into her life. But now, she must make the
toughest choice of all. The fate of two packs hangs in the balance. Just when Neve’s pulled the fragile threads of her life
together, a new power rises within her that might tear everything apart. Dear Readers: This is the final installment of a
five part paranormal werewolf shifter romance serial.NO MORE CLIFFHANGERS! The story began in The Alpha’s Mark,
Sweet Submission, Rising Heat, and Pack Wars. These books contain sizzling hot sex scenes that know no bounds (not
even when it comes to multiple partners). These wolves like it rough! If you’re not into that, you might want to sit this one
out. However if you like hot, dominant, alpha male werewolf shifters and the kickass heroines who will do anything to
please them, then click away and enjoy the ride! Book Themes: wolf shifter romance, new adult, werewolf, fated mates,
action and adventure, paranormal romance love triangle, menage
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She’s a young witch, an exotic beauty… and I’ve been hired to kill her. I’m an Alpha wolf shifter. It’s my duty to capture
the woman who killed a member of the coven. Nadia is considered dangerous. Her dark and deadly spells spare no one.
I never expected to be so drawn to her. Could it be her spell? Probably. There’s no way we can be soulmates. But I feel
an intense need to protect her… to believe her. There has to be more to the story. And it has to be us against the world.
But can we truly become one and confess our love for each other? Kiss of Midnight is a steamy standalone paranormal
romance novel featuring an All-Shifter security force. If you like sizzling chemistry, fated mates, happily ever afters, and
twists you won't see coming, then you'll love Kimber White's passionate, action-packed story. Book Themes: wolf shifter
romance, action adventure romance, bodyguard, protector, alpha hero, elite security team, witches, wizards, magic,
paranormal romance, strong heroine, protective alpha male hero, bounty hunter, enemies to lovers
Demon Chasers... Protectors of humanity. Sworn to uphold the peace. Oath bound to keep the existence of demons a
secret. Gray, a newly appointed Alpha and half blood demon wolf, can only turn during a full moon. With only three days
before the next cycle, time is running out to convince the highest ranking female wolf to become his mate. Success will
see him become a full blood. Failure will spell his death. It is only a matter of time before the challenges start coming in.
Ashlyn, a hard ass Demon Chaser just happens to be human and the pack's newest resident. She is there on Demon
Control Agency business. Her attraction for the new Alpha can't be allowed to stand in her way, after all, Gray is already
taken. More importantly, she has a serial killer to catch, and then she needs to get the heck out of wolfville. For both their
sakes... Please note this book has an actual page length of 100 pages - I write bite size stories my readers can sink their
teeth into, so if you're feeling a little peckish you know what to do...
She’s hiding a dark secret. It already killed her once. Victoria can’t wait to start college, but there’s a hitch—she can’t
remember anything before arriving on campus. Her memories finally spark when she sees her ruggedly handsome math
professor, but she senses something terrible happened. The shock on his face affirms her fears. Toby is an alpha wolf
who never thought he’d see his true love again—not after she died in his arms. Nothing could have prepared him for her
walking into his class. But to his dismay, not only has she forgotten the past, she doesn’t even know who she is. He’s
determined to do whatever it takes to restore what they’ve lost. Can Toby help Victoria recover her memories, or will he
lose her forever? USA Today bestselling author, Stacy Claflin, brings you Lost Wolf, the first book in the Curse of the
Moon series. It’s a paranormal romantic suspense saga that features gripping supernatural drama, surprising twists,
dynamic characters, and heart-pounding romance. Read Lost Wolf today to satisfy your craving for a fast-paced
paranormal tale.
From USA Today Bestselling Author Aileen Erin Seventeen-year-old Tessa McCaide has come a long way since her
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abrupt entrance into the world of werewolves, but she still has just as far to go before she’s comfortable with turning full
wolf. In the meantime, she’s avoiding the topic of shifting to four legs any way she can. Thankfully her mate, Dastien
Laurent, is quite the distraction. When she finds her best friend, Meredith, getting sick in the bathroom, Tessa knows
something’s majorly wrong. Meredith was cursed years ago, and the dark magic kept her wolf dormant—only now the
wolf is awake, and that same spell is killing her. Tessa has no intention of sitting around while Meredith wastes away.
Even if it means playing with magic she doesn’t understand, she’ll do anything to save Meredith’s life. Including
bargaining with the local coven of witches and its crazed leader, whose only goal is getting Tessa to join the witchy ranks.
Can Tessa save her friend without losing herself? ***A 52K Word Novella*** "There is no word to describe how much I
love everything about this book.” — Feli, The Four Eyed Cat “Wow! This book had the perfect balance of YA romance,
sizzling chemistry, action, mystery, and heart. I devoured this book in one sitting because I couldn’t put the book down!
This series is officially one of my favorites.” - Carrie, Goodreads hr Binge the complete Alpha Girls series now! Book 1:
Becoming Alpha Book 2: Avoiding Alpha Book 3: Alpha Divided Book 4: Bruja Book 5: Alpha Unleashed Book 6:
Shattered Pack Book 7: Being Alpha Book 8: Lunar Court Book9: Alpha Erased hr Get ready for Off Planet, the biggest
and boldest adventure yet from the mind of Aileen Erin. It's perfect for fans of Suzanne Collins' The Hunger Games,
Claudia Gray's Defy the Stars, and Maura Milan's Ignite the Stars!
"As much as I felt bad for this Elisha person-God, my heart was breaking for the young man and all he'd been through-I
was also angry. I'd left that pack in my rearview ten years ago for a good reason."Matthias Longclaw is happy living his
life on the back of his beloved Harley with his five best friends and brothers-in-arms at his side. The West Coast Wolves
are a rare pack of alphas, made up of unwanted orphans and second-born sons. The packs they were born to may not
have wanted them, but they've built a solid family of their own. They help where they can, doing random acts of kindness
and expecting nothing in return, just helping to build a world they want to live in.Then Matt gets a call from an old
childhood buddy. He's being called back-begged to return-to reclaim his birthright and save a life in the process. The
problem is... to do it, he will have to take a mate. And if he refuses? The omega will die. Torn between his duty to help
others and his resentment of his old pack, Matt never expects for Elisha Whitetail to tilt his world and change everything.
Can Matt and Elisha rebuild a broken pack while tending to a new love and a growing family while dealing with outside
threats from neighboring packs? They're wolves. Strong, proud, and willing to do what it takes when their community
needs them... whatever it takes.This is the first in a new mpreg series about finding joy in a hard world, building family,
and discovering that life can surprise a person when they least expect it. Although this world has harsher themes than my
previous books, it still has the same heart you'd expect. Plus a dose of my irreverent humor and all the naughty, knotty
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heat that comes with true mates. It wouldn't be a Susi Hawke book without it. Be sure to read the author's note at the
beginning for possible trigger warnings.
Can an alpha wolf catch a thief who bends the laws of physics? Wolf shifter and billionaire Arek Varg runs a security
company specializing in bodyguards, extraction teams, and hostage rescue. He’s also the alpha of all the Western
Packs and uses his ancient Odin medallion to connect with his packs’ magic and lead his wolves as a cohesive unit.
With war brewing between the four major shifter coalitions, the last thing he needs is a mysterious woman stealing his
relic. He’ll use all of his resources to hunt her down. And if he does, will she tame him? Former museum curator Dr.
Laney Marconi was the darling of the magical artifacts’ academic world until she fell from grace due to a scandal based
on false accusations. She now reclaims stolen items for insurance companies, using her witch powers that manipulate
parallel dimensions. When a routine case turns into a disaster of epic proportions, she needs to evade the sexy shifter
she stole from long enough to figure out who set her up. The hunt is on. But with Arek hot on her heels, Laney is forced
to decide if salvaging the few crumbs left of her good reputation is worth teaming up with the alpha wolf whose ice-blue
gaze pierces her shields while he demands nothing less than her soul. If you’re a fan of these themes, you’ll love A
WOLF’S HUNGER: -> Fated Mates -> Billionaire Alpha Wolf Hero -> Headstrong Smart Witch Heroine -> Enemies to
Lovers -> Sizzling Chemistry that Burns Up the Sheets
The second book in The Lunar Chronicles series by Marissa Meyer. This is not the fairytale you remember. But it's one
you won't forget. SCARLET BENOIT'S grandmother is missing. The police have closed her case. The only person
Scarlet can turn to is Wolf, a street fighter she does not trust, but they are drawn to each other. Meanwhile, in New
Beijing, Cinder will become the Commonwealth's most wanted fugitive - when she breaks out of prison to stay one step
ahead of vicious Queen Levana. As Scarlet and Wolf expose one mystery, they encounter Cinder and a new one
unravels. Together they must challenge the evil queen, who will stop at nothing to make Prince Kai her husband, her
king, her prisoner . . . ***Red Riding Hood-meets-Percy Jackson in a thrilling new spin on Grimm by Marissa Meyer, the
author of Cinder.***
The New York Shade is home to all kinds of supernaturals. It is a safe haven for all of us and it makes no exceptions. Until I did something to
piss it off and now it doesn't like me. Bad smells at every turn, empty bags of food on my face, and you can forget all about shortcuts. I don't
even know what I did wrong, but that's about to become the least of my problems. When a hellbeast mercenary like me asks for my help, I
can't refuse. All I have to do is help him kill off a few maneaters--but I get much more than I bargained for. The next thing I know, the Uprising
is after me again, and I'm racing to find a forgotten planet that's not on any maps. That's not even the end of it. Damian Reed is back, and he
demands I tell him what I have that the Uprising wants. After four months of not hearing from him, I want nothing to do with him. But all alone,
I have no chance against his crazy ex girlfriend. Accepting his help means going right back to where we started, but if I don't, I won't be able
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to help my new friend. This time, though, things between us just might end up worse than before.
"Lock your doors. Hold them tight. Close your windows. Every night. Don't go out, in case he's there. Always live in total fear." Everyone
knows of Alpha Kaden, a man of twisted riddles and cryptic puzzles. His identity is one of them. His touch, another. He is feared throughout
all 13 packs for his reputation of stealing young women out of their beds. And tonight he has come to steal Mara to make her a player in his
wicked game. But when Mara discovers the truth behind his sadistic mind games everything changes and she finds herself questioning what
is real, and what is not. Mara always assumed her mate would be a man from her own pack. A good man. Not a sadistic, sinful Alpha named
Kaden.
As the only she-wolf in a generation, Lucia McGraw’s destined to mate with a Wild Lake Alpha. An arranged marriage will cement the peace
on Wild Lake and secure her brother’s power among the packs for decades to come. There’s just one problem. Free spirit Lucia’s never
been one to do what she’s told. To her brother’s constant frustration, she never misses a chance to raise a little hell. When Lucia finds an
outlaw shifter trespassing on pack lands, chasing him off is just the kind of trouble Lucia loves to stir up. But this cat stands his ground and
ignites a primal need in her she wasn’t expecting. Acting on it could raise a little too much hell. For Lucia, catching this tiger by the tail might
just bring the packs to the brink of war. Clint Yeager wasn’t looking for trouble. After a brutal shifter war in South America, he’s just hoping to
lick his wounds and get as far north as he can. But he’s never seen anything like Lucia before. He thought female shifters were extinct. Her
feral, passionate nature stirs his inner tiger past the point of control. The smart thing to do would be to keep on running and forget he ever
saw her. But, his animal has other ideas and pursuing her might just put Clint in the crosshairs of every wolf shifter in the country. Reader’s
Note: This story takes place roughly 30 years before the events in the main Wild Lake Wolves series. Each book in the Wild Lake Wolves
series (including this one) is a full length, stand alone, cliffhanger free, super sexy werewolf shifter romance. Book Themes: Wolf shifter
romance, paranormal romance, werewolves, witches and wizardry and magic, fated mates, historical romance 20th Century, strong female
character, possessive alpha male, full length, stand alone novel, tiger shifter, weretiger
An alpha wolf searching for his mate… Max Stone rules the werewolves of Boise, Idaho. Driven to serve and protect them he has put aside all
personal desire for too long. Now a long dormant urge to find his mate has taken control, compelling him to make her his in every way. New
in town and driven by forces she can’t imagine… Kelly Shaw dedicates her life to studying wolves. New in Boise she is driven to prove herself
capable in her field. A fateful meeting with a handsome stranger introduces her to a whole new world, bringing out the wolf within. Fate ties
Kelly and Max together, but life may drag them apart. A 14,000 word novelette, first in the Werewolf Mates series Get the first in the series
free! The Alpha's Mate will give you werewolves, paranormal erotic romance, mates, and alpha males. Continue the series with: The Lawyer's
Mate The Doctor's Mate The Werewolf Mates Anthology and Her Wolf's Desire
Think Game of Thrones meets Buffy the Vampire Slayer with a drizzle of E.L. James - Telegraph Perfect for fans of Jessica Jones and True
Blood, this is a blockbuster modern fantasy set in a divided world where one woman must uncover the truth to seek her revenge. Half-Fae,
half-human Bryce Quinlan loves her life. Every night is a party and Bryce is going to savour all the pleasures Lunathion – also known as
Crescent City – has to offer. But then a brutal murder shakes the very foundations of the city, and brings Bryce's world crashing down. Two
years later, Bryce still haunts the city's most notorious nightclubs – but seeking only oblivion now. Then the murderer attacks again. And
when an infamous Fallen angel, Hunt Athalar, is assigned to watch her every footstep, Bryce knows she can't forget any longer. As Bryce and
Hunt fight to unravel the mystery, and their own dark pasts, the threads they tug ripple through the underbelly of the city, across warring
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continents, and down to the deepest levels of Hel, where things that have been sleeping for millennia are beginning to stir ... With
unforgettable characters and page-turning suspense, this richly inventive new fantasy series by #1 New York Times bestselling author Sarah
J. Maas delves into the heartache of loss, the price of freedom – and the power of love.
A top secret team of wolf shifters, the Alpha Pack are former Navy SEALS that use their Psy powers to take on the world’s greatest
predators. But while each member is loyal to the pack, it can be hard to deny the call of desire… Still tormented by his recent captivity, Alpha
Pack commander Nick Westfall isn’t sure he’s fit to lead—especially when he meets the one woman he can’t claim without reliving the
torture he endured at the hands of a rogue vampire. Vampire princess Calla Shaw has seen her own share of heartbreak, but she can tell that
the wild attraction she and Nick feel for each other could turn into something significant—if only he’d let it. But Calla isn’t about to give up on
her mate without a fight. Time is running out, not only for Nick to claim his mate, but for Calla and her coven. A vampire war is on the horizon,
one the Alpha Pack can’t hope to win if their leader can’t pull himself back from the abyss…
MY CAPTIVE. MY MATE. MY PRIZE. I didn’t order the capture of the beautiful American she-wolf. I didn’t buy her from the traffickers. I
didn’t even plan to claim her. But no male shifter could have withstood the test of a full moon and a locked room with Sedona, naked and
shackled to the bed. I lost control, not only claiming her, but also marking her, and leaving her pregnant with my wolfpup. I won’t keep her
prisoner, as much as I’d like to. I allow her to escape to the safety of her brother’s pack. But once marked, no she-wolf is ever really free. I
will follow her to the ends of the Earth, if I must. Sedona belongs to me. Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s Prize is a stand-alone book in the Bad
Boy Alphas series. HEA guaranteed, no cheating. This book contains a hot, demanding alpha wolf with a penchant for protecting and
dominating his female. If such material offends you, do not buy this book.
Ethan I’ve never had to worry about things in my life. I lived inside a stifling bubble of protection, wealth, and status. But when I hear that our
planet has an enemy, and that they are dying and need our help, I try to get answers. Instead I get a pat on the back and the boot out of my
father’s office. My father already lost one child, he didn’t want to risk another. Drake Seidelmen is everything an Alpha ought to be and
more. I just didn’t expect him to fall onto my anemone garden and I didn’t think he’d steal me from my planet. He also stole my heart. ***
With an evil brother who wants Drake Seidelmen’s position as head Alpha, what will he do to achieve that? Will Drake and Ethan be safe?
Find out inside! There’s an HEA, no cliffhangers and of course an adorable baby born in the middle of a flower field.

Never Steal From An Alpha Jessica worked hard to get this point in her career. So far as to put off things most people would be
doing. She meets a man that makes her wild and she soon finds out this man isn't just a man but also a werewolf. His initial
behaviors is odd but over time she fall for him. However her new position in his life proves dangerous for her. Her wolf decides to
choose her safety over practicality , but it will cost them both in the end.
THE LAST THING HE WAS LOOKING FOR...Jake is an alpha wolf on a mission to find his missing sister, who's been kidnapped
by the Alpha of his former pack. What he didn't expect to find was a whole group of omega's being held captive along with her.
When he catches the scent of his fated mate among the group of omegas, he knows that he will do whatever it takes to get them
all to safety - even if it means taking them all, along with a group of his alpha buddies and forming their own pack, a thousand
miles to the north.WAS THE ONE PERSON HE NEEDED.Kai was shocked when his own father sold him to the evil Alpha
Fremont for a paltry sum of gold. He is befriended by the ragtag group of omegas who also being held in a life of captivity. That is,
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until the night that a gorgeous Alpha appears, looking to rescue his sister. He takes all of them to safety, along with his studly
posse of alpha wolves, moving them all up north to form a new pack.HIS FATED MATE...THE FATHER OF HIS CHILD?Kai soon
becomes pregnant, settling into his new-found role as the Alpha's mate, he begins to feel safe for the first time in his life. As his
pregnancy progresses, so does the danger, as the former Alpha tracks them down - putting their new pack, and Kai's future
happiness, at risk.This is the first book of the new Northern Lodge Pack series. Every book is guaranteed to have a HEA, but it's
advised to read them in order for maximum appreciation. 18+ readers only please! And yes, this book contains M/PREG, knotting,
adults doing lots of sexy naughty things to each other, and the occasional use of potty mouth language!
Shane is Second to one of the strongest Alphas on the West Coast. After a decade of in fighting and challenges they finally have a
good leader, but he still has issues controlling his wolf. Peace and prosperity doesn't calm the storm inside like the human woman
Bonnie does.Bonnie's best friend Amelia is now mated to an Alpha and a wolf shifter. It all seems so surreal and unbelievable
Bonnie can't come to terms with any of it. She feels alone in the world until Shane shows her that the paranormal isn't just a bed
time story. Now she has to decide if the hottest. most caring man she ever met is worth the paranormal world she never wanted to
be a part of.*This is a steamy MF shifter romance. All paranormal books by Emma Dean exist in the same world - the Council of
Paranormals.
This complete series box set contains all five books in Kimber White’s exciting, ultra steamy, utterly shocking new werewolf
romance serial, Claimed by the Pack. No cliffhangers! One dark night. One fatal turn. A wild passion hotter than anything she’s
ever known. A tragic accident on a lonely highway puts college freshman, Neve in the path of sexy Alpha wolf, Tucker. With single
touch and a flash of silver in his eyes, Tucker stirs something in Neve she can’t live without. A bond so strong it's combustible. A
passion so fierce it might rip the pack apart. Tucker and Neve’s connection comes with a rising heat more powerful than even he
understands. Though Tucker knows he’s found the love of his life and his fated mate, danger comes from all sides. A rival pack,
hellbent on revenge will stop at nothing to take Neve away from him and destroy everything he’s built. And a new threat looms
from within that will test his leadership to the breaking point. He’ll have to be strong enough to survive the challenge. With Neve
by his side, he’s got everything to lose. Dear Readers: This book contains sizzling hot sex scenes that know no bounds (not even
when it comes to multiple partners). These wolves like it rough! If you’re not into that, you might want to sit this one out. However,
if you like hot, dominant, alpha male werewolf shifters and the kickass heroines who will do anything to please them, then click
away and enjoy the ride! Book Themes: paranormal romance, wolf shifter romance, discount box set, new adult romance, erotic
romance, menage, love triangle, anthology
I was known as Fenrir the Destroyer, the taker of lives and castles, a brutal Viking warrior in the Kingdom of Kaldir. My
kingdom.My name traveled far and wide, and those who heard it knew their place... accepted their fear above all else.I had riches
beyond measure, my followers countless and loyal. But I was missing the most crucial part of my reign, of my ruling.A wife. My
queen. A mother to my warrior sons and princess daughters.But there's only one female who tempted my eye and made me yearn
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for more. And for years I coveted her and her alone, waited until I could provide for her without fail.My Prima.She'd once been a
young sapling barely reaching my thighs, but she'd grown into a mature woman full of curves that made me ache. She was the
female I knew would make my filthiest fantasies come true.Prima was so small, tiny compared to me, and every protective instinct
I had rose up with a vengeance strong enough to level anything in its path. I'd always protect her without fail.She was mine, no
matter what.And when timid, inexperienced Prima was finally brought to me-my conquest after years of being alone-I was a selfish
bastard and wouldn't deny myself from claiming her.In the end, she'd surrender. Because beneath her uncertainty and innocence
was a wildfire I was ready to let burn me alive.
Every hundred years, tradition dictates that all eligible females in Sweetwater assemble for the choosing ceremony. Two vampire
kings have separate territories within the surrounding countryside. Both are eager to pick their future brides. What a waste of her
freaking time. Tanya is among the many women at the choosing ceremony. As far as she's concerned it's an outdated, sexist
event and if it wasn't mandatory she so wouldn't be here. It's not important that the two males are ridiculously rich and handsome.
Deep down she knows a plain Jane like her will never be picked by one of the kings anyway. Many of the women in the town
square are stunningly beautiful and model thin. Most seem enthusiastic about being a queen even if it means being mated to a
blood sucker, which suits her just fine. Imagine her surprise though when King Brant sets his sights firmly on her. Once a vampire
king has decided, there's no going back. But her home is in Sweetwater. Being forced to live amongst the vampire species...big
gulp...forced to mate with a vampire...is not what she had in mind for herself. Maybe she can convince him to let her go, to pick
again. If not, she'll have to find a way to escape his - very muscled and rather delicious - clutches.
Jim is an outsider trying to prove he has what it takes to be Alpha. Osric is a shameless con man who ran away from Jim over a
decade ago. Can these werewolves steal a second chance at love? As the handsome, responsible future Alpha of the Singer
Valley werewolf pack, Jim Stewart always follows the rules. But when his greedy brother, Brad Huntington, empties the town’s
bank accounts when the funds are most desperately needed, it's up to Jim to steal the money back before it's too late. But how
can a goody-two-shoes pull off a robbery? Osric Tan is a sexy con artist who ran away from Singer Valley after tragedy struck his
family. For fifteen years, he has thrived at a life of crime, but he never forgot the man he left behind: his first love, Jim Stewart.
When Jim crashes back into Osric’s life, Osric must decide whether he should stay on his crooked path, or if he can face his past.
With Jim wary to trust a thief, and Osric running from the life he left behind, can these two get a second chance at true love?
Stolen by the Werewolf is a short, gay paranormal romance novella. If you like smoldering love stories you can read in a day, then
you’ll love the first installment of the Werewolves of Singer Valley romance adventure series. Buy Stolen by the Werewolf to get
your heart stolen away today! The Werewolves of Singer Valley books may each be read as standalones. However, you may find
they are best enjoyed in the following order: 1 Stolen by the Werewolf 2 Enchanted by the Werewolf 3 Avenged by the Werewolf 4
Saved by the Werewolf
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